
 More and more qualified people are moving from poor to rich countries to fill 
vacancies in specialist areas. Some people believe that by encouraging the the 
movement of such people, rich countries are stealing from poor countries. Others feel 
that this is only part of the natural movement of workers around the world.

Opinion?

Solution?

People have always been immigrating to better places to seek for better 
opportunities. Today we have witnessed of condemnationing of modern countries for 
stealing their elite youth by giving them facilities and higher salaries in order to use 
their mind, experience, art or any capability they are expert in. according to a census, 
as we can see around us, Usually these staff are from poor countries whose which 
their community needs them more than anywhere else. 

Arbitrary migration is a golden choice for many of talented students and experts 
whom who prefer to leave family and weak wonky hometown despite of themselves, 
toward a wider field of opportunities in order to shine by their skills, collecting 
respect, money and comfort. Poor countries usually take these migrations for granted, 
and make them run away out of boarders borders by many management deficiencies 
like, unfair favoritism, lack of facility, low salaries, banning them from professional 
activities especially for criticisms critics who are against their governments’ activities 
or many other reasons. Teachers, engineers, artists, athletes, nurses, skilled workers 
and intellectuals are a country’s investments who a lot of time and money have been 
spent on them. Compassionate governments try to keep usable useful citizens to 
make them satisfiedy in the time of fruition. Now tell me why shouldn’t those who 
don’t care of about this loss shouldn’t compensate? I believe losing missing them is 
the smallest punishment they have bestowed on themselves and their nation.

If we think morally, it is not fair, using public free services, education, in hope of the 
day when they will become a responsible member of that society to rebuild it, instead, 
use that facilities to leave their country with its pain and weakness, immigrate to a 
better place that is already flourished. 

In on the other hand, how long is a person’s life? Should they sacrifice themselves in a 
country that government doesn’t have any responsibility about them?

Not only me I, but no oneelse could judge them. No one even could stop them. The 
only solution is to make them more satisfiedy, making them aware of their higher 
responsibility.  


